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Abstract	

The	research	aim	is	to	contribute	to	the	development	of	teacher	education	and	practice	as	“bold,	

innovative	and	sustainable	actions	to	ensure	that	education	truly	transforms	lives	in	the	world”	

(Education	2030	Incheon	Declaration,	p.70).	The	theoretical	framework	integrates	insights	from	

educational	theory,	positive	and	social	psychology	and	values-led	practitioners’	theories.	It	provides	

the	basis	of	an	argument	supported	by	empirical	evidence,	which	justifies	teachers	adopting	a	Living	

Educational	Theory	Research	(Whitehead,	1989,	2018)	approach	to	their	continuing	professional	

development	(CPD).	Its	methodological	design	is	influenced	by	methodological	inventiveness	in	which	

each	teacher-researcher	generates	their	own	methodological	approach	as	they	explore	the	

implications	of	asking,	researching	and	answering	questions	of	the	kind,	‘How	do	I	improve	my	

educational	practice?’	Notions	of	social	validity	and	rigour	are	drawn	on	to	evaluate	and	improve	the	

effectiveness	of	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	as	CPD.	The	conclusions	draw	on	papers	

published	2008-2021	in	the	Educational	Journal	of	Living	Theories	(https://ejolts.net/)	and	Masters	

and	Doctorates	accessible	from	https://actionresearch.net/	and	shows	how	by	using	this	approach	

teachers	develop	forms	of	teacher	education	and	practice	that	are	inclusive,	equitable	and	promote	

lifelong	learning	opportunities	for	all.	The	relevance	to	‘Teacher	Education	and	Practice:	Foresight	and	

Hindsight’	is	in	the	explanation	of	educational	influences	in	learning	generated	through	the	evaluation	

of	professional	educational-practitioners’	accounts	of	their	values-led	research.	This	includes	insights	

that	emerge	in	imagining	and	working	towards	futures	where	humanity	flourishes	in	a	more	humane	

world.	The	relevance	to	‘Sustainability	and	Teacher	Education’	is	in	the	knowledge	generated	by	

professional	educators	engaging	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research.	They	do	so	as	professionals	

developing	sustainable	educational	practices	in	diverse	contexts	around	the	world	to	“ensure	

inclusive	and	equitable	quality	education	and	promote	lifelong	learning	opportunities	for	all“	(Incheon	

Declaration	and	Framework	for	Action).	
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Introduction	–		

My	intention	in	preparing	this	paper	to	present	at	the	ATEE	Spring	Conference	2022	Teacher	

Education	and	Practice:	Foresight	and	Hindsight	was	to	contribute	to	the	development	of	teacher	

education	and	practice	as	“bold,	innovative	and	sustainable	actions	to	ensure	that	education	truly	

transforms	lives	in	the	world”	(Education	2030	Incheon	Declaration,	p.70).	One	of	the	reviewers	of	

the	proposal	wrote,	“This	submission	sounds	like	it	may	be	drawn	from	a	much	more	extensive	piece	

of	research.”		They	were	correct.	It	is	part	of	a	research	programme	that	has	developed	over	decades.	

It	is	a	programme	that	has	been	influenced	by	what	I	learned	during	three	years	studying	for	a	first	

degree	psychology	course	in	Hull	University,	what	I	learned	during	a	couple	of	years	employed	by	

English	Local	Authorities	as	a	qualified	teacher	and	the	following	decades	as	a	qualified	educational	

psychologist.	The	research	programme	has	been	influence	by	the	questions	which	arose	during	the	

final	years	of	that	career	my	professional	development	programme	and	how	I	tried	to	answer	those	

questions	concerning	how	I	could	understand	and	improve	what	I	was	doing	in	the	position	of	a	

senior	educational	psychologist	responsible	for	developing	and	implementing	an	inclusive	high	ability	

educational	policy	of	an	English	Local	Education	Authority.	In	2004	I	learned	of	a	research	

methodology	that	enabled	me	to	begin	to	formulate	useful	answers	to	the	concerns	I	had	about	

professional	educational	practice.	The	answers	were	useful	in	the	sense	that	they	enabled	me	to	

understand	and	improve	my	educational	practice,	hold	myself	to	account	to	standards	related	to	

what	gave	meaning	and	purpose	to	my	practice,	and	to	improve	my	contribution	to	my	employer	

realising	its	ethical	purposes.	I	began	to	engage	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	continuing	

professional	development.	

The	successful	submission	of	my	doctoral	thesis	(Huxtable,	2012)	marked	a	conclusion	to	that	phase	

of	my	research	programme	into	my	practice	as	a	qualified	educational	psychologist	as	my	

employment	as	such	came	to	an	end.	Since	then	I	have	continued	to	research	my	practice	as	a	

professional	educational	practitioner	in	order	to	contribute	to	bringing	into	being	a	more	humane	

world.	The	sites	of	my	practice	are	various.	They	include	that	of	visiting	research	fellow	and	

educational-practitioner	research	mentor	and	facilitator	in	the	University	of	Cumbria,	lead	editor	of	

the	Educational	Journal	of	Living	Theories	(EJOLTs)	and	contributing	to	extending	opportunities	for	

individuals	and	communities	to	develop	their	knowledge,	understanding	and	practice	of	Living	

Educational	Theory	Research.	

Over	the	years	I	have	come	to	clarify	the	educational	responsibilities	I	believe	we	each	have,	whatever	

the	terms	of	our	employment	or	contexts	we	live	and	work	in,	and	the	implications	for	learning	to	live	

humane	lives,	which	are	personally	satisfying,	socially	productive	and	worthwhile	and	contribute	to	

Humanity	learning	to	flourish	in	the	complex	ecologies	which	constitutes	the	world	we	are	all	part	of.	

I	have	also	come	to	recognise	what	it	is	to	‘be	a	professional	practitioner’.	Responsibilities	that	

contribute	to	the	hallmark	of	professional	practice	include	practitioners	holding	themselves	to	

account	for	their	practice	and	contributing	to	the	growth	of	a	knowledgebase	that	all	may	draw	on.	In	
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addition	to	realising	their	responsibilities	as	a	professional	educational	practitioner	a	teacher	has	a	

responsibility	to	develop	practices	associated	with	many	roles,	such	as	those	of	instructor,	trainer,	

mentor	and	educator.	They	also	have	to	realise	their	contractual	obligations	to	their	employer	and	

their	students,	to	the	communities,	which	are	the	context	of	their	employing	organisation,	and	their	

obligation	as	human	beings	to	engage	in	learning,	life-long,	to	live	the	best	life	they	can	for	

themselves	and	others.	In	this	paper	I	exemplify	the	implications	of	being	a	professional	educational	

practitioner	with	particular	reference	to	how	teachers	in	higher	education	are	engaging	in	Living	

Educational	Theory	Research	to	contribute	to	a	more	humane	world.		

Those	who	adopt	a	professional	stance	to	developing	their	educational	practice	discharge	their	

responsibility	for	holding	themselves	to	account	for	their	practice	by	researching	into	their	practice	to	

understand,	improve	and	explain	it;	testing	the	validity	of	their	knowledge	claims	and;	contributing	

accounts	of	their	research	to	the	educational	knowledgebase	of	the	communities/organisations,	

which	are	the	context	of	their	practice	and	to	a	global	educational	knowledgebase	for	the	benefit	of	

all	present	and	those	yet	to	be	born.	As	teachers	engage	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	as	part	

of	their	Continuing	Professional	Development	(CPD)	and	Community	Based	Educational	Research	

(COMBER)	they	enhance	their	educational	influence	in	their	learning	to	improve	their	educational	

(that	is	their	values-laden/led)	practice,	the	learning	of	the	community/organisation	they	are	part	of	

to	improve	its	educational	practice	and	the	learning	of	those	who	comprise	the	social	formation	

which	is	the	context	of	their	practice.		

My	research	aim	here	is	to	contribute	to	the	development	of	teacher	education	and	practice	as	“bold,	

innovative	and	sustainable	actions	to	ensure	that	education	truly	transforms	lives	in	the	world”	

(Education	2030	Incheon	Declaration,	p.70).	Education	has	many	meanings.	Here	the	meaning	of	

‘education’	includes	a	transformational,	values-laden,	process	of	individuals	and	communities	

learning	to	live	with	and	from	difference,	without	destroying	themselves,	each	other	and	the	planet.		

The	rest	of	the	paper	is	organised	under	the	following	headings:	

• Theoretical	framework	

• Methodological	design	

• Data	and	its	analysis	

• Discussion	of	what	emerged	

• Concluding	questions	

Theoretical	framework	

Living	Educational	Theory	Research	provides	the	theoretical	framework	for	this	research.	It	is	

particularly	suitable	as	it	is	a	form	of	professional	self-study	educational	research.	The	‘self’	studied	by	

the	researcher	is	their	professional	educational-practitioner	self.	I	am	taking	a	‘professional’	to	be	a	

person	who	accepts	responsibility	for:	
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i) what	they	do,		

ii) researching	to	understand,	improve	and	explain	what	they	do,		

iii) testing	the	validity	of	the	knowledge	claims	they	generate	and		

iv) contributing	the	valid	knowledge	they	create	to	publically	accessible	knowledgebases	for	the	

benefit	of	all.		

Educational	practice	I	take	to	be	a	life-long	values	laden	process	of	learning	life-long	what	it	is	to	live	a	

humane	life,	which	is	personally	satisfying,	socially	productive	and	worthwhile	and	contributes	to	the	

learning	of	self,	others	and	Humanity	to	flourish	within	the	complex,	multidimensional	ecologies,	

which	constitute	the	world	we	are	part	of.	The	‘self’	researched	is	the	professional	educational-

practitioner	self	with	the	intention	of	generating	valid	educational	knowledge;	knowledge	which	

contributes	to	bringing	into	being	a	world	where	humane	values	are	extant.		

Living	Educational	Theory	Research	is	a	form	of	professional	educational	practitioner	research.	

Whitehead	(1989)	coined	the	term	‘living-educational-theory’	for	an	educational	practitioner’s	

explanations	for	their	educational	influence	in	their	own	learning,	the	learning	of	others	and	the	

learning	of	social	formations.	Please	keep	in	mind	‘living-educational-theory’	is	often	truncated	to	

living	theory	in	various	writings.	In	the	process	of	engaging	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	the	

professional	educational-practitioner	clarifies	and	critiques	the	values	they	embody	that	form	the	

standards	by	which	they	evaluate	and	explain	their	educational	influence	in	learning.	They	identify	

where	they	experience	themselves	as	‘living	contradictions’	and	where	they	experience	their	values	

contradicted	by	others	and	circumstances.	Drawing	on	their	own	learning	and	that	of	others	they	

formulate	ways	of	resolving	the	tensions	which	hold	hope	for	bringing	into	being	a	world	where	the	

humanity	of	each	and	all	might	be	expressed	more	fully.	They	gather	data	as	they	act	to	help	them	

understand	and	improve	their	educational	practice.	They	draw	on	that	data	as	they	create	accounts	

of	what	they	have	learned	through	researching	their	professional	self-study	educational-practitioner	

research.	They	test	the	validity	of	their	knowledge	claims	and	as	they	do	so	contribute	to	the	

educational	learning	of	themselves	and	others.	Habermas’s	(1976)	ideas	of	social	validity	and	Winter’s	

(1989)	ideas	of	rigour	are	drawn	on	to	strengthen	the	research	and	the	account.	By	contributing	

accounts	of	their	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	to	a	global	educational	knowledgebase	they	

contribute	to	the	transformational	learning	of	Humanity	to	flourish	as	a	global	social	formation,	which	

transcends	time	and	place.		

Methodological	design	

Rather	than	taking	and	applying	a	methodology,	the	methodological	design	of	Living	Educational	

Theory	Research	is	influenced	by	the	methodological	inventiveness	of	the	educational-practitioner	

researcher	(Dadds	&	Hart,		2001)	as	the	research	proceeds.	Each	educational	practitioner	researcher	
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generates	their	own	methodological	approach	as	they	explore	the	implications	of	asking,	researching	

and	answering	questions	of	the	kind,	‘How	do	I	improve…	’	Processes	and	procedures	to	strengthen	

the	social	validity	and	rigour	of	the	research	are	developed	to	evaluate	and	improve	the	effectiveness	

of	how	the	teacher,	as	educational-practitioner,	is	enhancing	their	educational	influences	in	the	

learning	of	their	students.	They	are	also	used	as	evaluative	criteria	when	the	researcher	puts	an	

account	of	their	research	to	peers	to	test	the	validity	of	the	knowledge	they	claim	to	have	generated.	

Living	Educational	Theory	Research	is	an	iterative	process.	So,	the	methodological	design	of	the	

research,	the	question	researched	and	the	knowledge	generated	evolve	as	the	research	proceeds.	

Researchers	adopting	an	approach	familiar	in	the	disciplines	of	education	often	begin	by	reviewing	

the	literature	to	identify	‘gaps’	to	research.	The	methodological	design	of	Living	Educational	Theory	

Research	requires	a	different	approach.	Researchers	who	adopt	a	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	

approach	critically	and	creatively	engage	with	literature	to	improve	their	understanding	of	the	

context	of	their	practice	and	to	improve	their	educational	praxis	as	they	research	it.	Building	on	

Huxtable’s	(2012)	notion	of	‘Living	Theory	Praxis’,	‘educational	praxis’	is	understood	here	as	practice,	

theory	and	theorising	held	together	in	a	multidimensional	dynamic	relationship	with	a	personal,	social	

and	political	values-laden	intent.	I	first	began	to	appreciate	this	different	use	of	literature	when	I	

completed	my	first	account	of	my	Living	Educational	Theory	Research,	to	submit	for	a	Masters	level	

accreditation.	The	Educational	Enquiry	module,	How	can	I	improve	my	practice	through	‘walking	the	

talk’	and	‘dealing	with	doorsteps’?	is	accessible	from	

https://actionresearch.net/writings/tuesdayma/mhma06.pdf.		This	also	provides	an	example	of	how	

I,	new	to	Living	Educational	Theory	Research,	was	learning	to	integrate	insights	drawn	from	the	

literature	related	to	my	field	of	practice,	that	of	educational	psychology,	into	the	methodological	

design	of	my	Living	Educational	Theory	Research.	I	continue	to	draw	insights	from	the	literature	of	

educational	theory,	positive	and	social	psychology	and	values-led	practitioners’	theories	as	can	be	

seen	in	my	presentations	and	publications,	some	of	which	can	be	found	on	

http://www.spanglefish.com/mariessite/publishedwritings.asp.	Others	have	integrated	insights	from	

literature	related	to	their	field	of	practice,	such	as	‘health’,	‘business’,	‘school	teaching’,	‘community	

activism’,	as	can	be	seen	in	Doctoral	and	Masters	accounts,	which	can	be	accessed	from	

https://www.actionresearch.net/.	Further	examples	can	be	found	by	accessing	‘living-posters’	on	

https://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/homepage2021.pdf.		

In	the	next	section	I	will	draw	on	the	work	of	teachers	living	and	working	in	diverse	contexts	to	

illustrate	how	as	they	engage	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	to	develop	forms	of	professional	

teacher	education	and	practice,	they	contribute	to	a	more	humane	world.	

Data	and	its	analysis	

The	data	presented	and	analysed	here	is	that	of	publications	and	other	publically	accessible	evidence	

of	teachers	who	are	engaging	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	with	foresight	and	hindsight,	to	
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realise	their	value-laden	responsibilities	as	professional	educators	and	educational-practitioners	to	

contribute	to	bringing	into	being	a	more	humane	world.	The	analysis	focuses	on	the	explanation	of	

educational	influences	in	learning	generated	through	the	evaluation	of	professional	educational-

practitioners’	accounts	of	their	values-led	research.	This	included	insights	that	emerged	in	imagining	

and	working	towards	futures	where	humanity	flourishes	in	a	more	humane	world.	

Usually	it	is	considered	bad	practice	to	quote	at	length	from	papers.	I	do	so	here	for	a	number	of	

reasons.	First,	I	want	you	to	hear	what	the	teachers	have	to	say	in	their	own	words.	I	know	that	I	can,	

unintentionally,	distort	voices	by	selecting	what	I	bring	to	you	here.	In	an	attempt	to	mitigate	such	

bias	I	make	some	of	the	‘raw’	data	available	to	you	here	so	you	can	more	easily	interrogate	it	yourself.	

I	also	want	to	excite	your	interest	and	curiosity	to	explore	further	the	implications	of	engaging	in	

Living	Educational	Theory	Research	yourself	for	improving	what	you	are	doing,	as	a	professional	in	

Education,	to	bring	into	being	a	more	humane	world.	

I	will	start	with	Branko	Bognar’s	account	with	his	colleague	of	they	how	they	enabled	teachers	and	

their	pupils	to	engage	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	to	contribute	to	a	more	humane	world:		

Bognar,	B.	&	Zovko,	M.	(2008).	Pupils	as	action	researchers:	improving	something	important	in	our	

lives.	Educational	Journal	of	Living	Theories.	1(1),	1-49,	Accessed	from	https://ejolts.net/node/82			

Although	an	increasing	number	of	teachers	carry	out	action	research	inquiries	in	their	

educational	practice,	the	role	of	pupils	and	students	is	not	still	sufficiently	explored.	In	spite	

of	the	theoretical	requirement	for	pupils	to	be	equal	participants,	we	explored	the	possibility	

of	their	becoming	fully-fledged	action	researchers.	In	this	report	we	reveal	how	ten-years-old	

pupils	take	over	the	whole	processes	of	action	research	themselves.	We	realise	that	action	

research	is	not	a	teaching	strategy	for	gaining	better	educational	results,	neither	is	it	a	

preparation	for	life:	it	is	life	itself.	We	believe	that	traditional	schooling	cannot	create	a	

conducive	atmosphere	for	pupils	to	carry	out	their	own	action	research.	Our	research	shows	

that	it	is	possible	to	do	this	only	in	a	child-oriented	school	whose	main	purpose	is	the	

development	of	the	creative	potentials	of	all	participants.	In	our	inquiry	the	pupils	

determined	their	own	challenges	with	the	aim	of	improving	something	important	in	their	

own	lives.	We	show	that	action	research	is	meaningful	only	if	students	engage	with	it	on	

their	own	terms,	on	the	basis	of	their	own	needs,	interests	and	self-chosen	values.	Anything	

that	hinders	pupils’	freedom	will	only	compromise	the	foundations	of	action	research	itself	

and	any	educational	value	accrued	from	it.	

In	such	circumstances	it	was	not	easy	to	live	out	the	value	of	freedom	or	to	avoid	a	

clash	with	the	authorities.	In	spite	of	that	both	of	us	(independently	of	each	other)	tried	to	

live	out	our	values,	striving	to	put	an	emphasis	on	the	methodologies	of	active	learning,	

education	for	human	rights,	peace	studies	(Branko)	and	critical	thinking	(Marica).	It	is	
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important	to	emphasise	that	this	inquiry	started	at	the	time	when,	in	our	wider	social	

context,	real	democratic	changes	had	begun,	without	which	we	could	not	have	made	

significant	improvements	in	our	practice.	

After	three	years	of	trying	to	match	her	teaching	to	the	needs	of	her	pupils	Marica	

seemed	to	lack	ideas	on	how	to	continue	with	the	improvement	of	her	teaching	in	

accordance	with	her	educational	values.	At	a	meeting	of	the	learning-community	organised	

at	the	end	of	2003	I	suggested	she	try	to	help	her	pupils	in	their	independent	action	research	

inquiries.	She	accepted	this	suggestion	with	enthusiasm.	Therefore,	we	started	this	process	

of	action	research	with	the	following	question:	How	can	we	help	the	ten-year	old	pupils	to	

become	autonomous	action	researchers?	(p.	11).	

Bognar,	B.	(2013).	Initiating	teachers’	action	research:	Empowering	teachers’	voices.	Educational	

Journal	of	Living	Theories.	6(1),	1-39.	Accessed	from	https://ejolts.net/node/202		

Values	freedom,	creativity,	emancipation,	community	-	My	role	of	pedagogue,	as	

professional	adviser,	has	not	often	been	in	accordance	with	my	values	of:	freedom,	future	

oriented,	emancipatory	education.		

It	is	a	value-laden	practical	activity	which	differs	from	traditional	science	approaches	as	these	

claim	to	be	neutral	or	objective.	When	we	experience	our	values	negated	in	practice	we	can	

feel	impelled	to	undertake	action	to	change	that	situation.	Our	values	enable	us	to	explain	

why	we	do	what	we	do.	In	other	words	they	form	our	explanatory	principles.	At	the	same	

time	values	serve	as	the	criteria	for	

assessing	the	results	of	our	activities	(Whitehead,	1989b,	p.	3)	

The	role	of	a	teacher	as	an	action	researcher	in	Croatia	is	still	insufficiently	appreciated	and	

promoted	in	initial	teachers'	training,	school	students	learning	and	in	the	employed	teachers’	

professional	post-qualification	development.	In	our	country	teachers	are	most	frequently	

perceived	as	mediators	or	technicians	whose	task	is	to	prepare	and	implement	the	tuition	

based	on	instructions	devised	by	out-of-school	experts.	Their	role	is	more	artisan-like,	being	

less	professional	and	creative.	

To	change	this	situation	in	our	context	I	invited	18	teachers	from	several	elementary	schools	

to	join	and	start	an	action	research	project	with	the	main	question:	“How	to	help	teachers	to	

become	reflective	practitioners	and	action	researchers?”	The	Project	started	in	spring	2000	

and	officially	finished	in	spring	2002.	Unofficially	we	have	never	finished	the	project.	

We	divided	the	project	into	two	parts.	In	the	first	part	we	ran	ten	workshops,	the	aim	of	

which	was	teachers	learning	and	practicing	new	skills.	We	dealt	with	themes	such	as	

confronting	the	risk	of	change,	reflective	teacher,	multiple	intelligences	and	the	vision	of	

future	schools.	My	role	during	that	period	was	predominant.	This	fact	was	in	contradiction	
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with	my	values	(emancipation)	but	that	was	in	tune	with	the	expectation	of	a	teacher.	During	

that	period	teachers	visited	and	discussed	each	other’s	lessons.	The	first	part	of	the	project	

was	an	easier	and	more	appropriate	way	of	professional	development	for	more	teachers,	but	

they	were	less	responsible	for	the	preparation	and	realization	of	workshops.	They	

participated	in	previously	prepared	activities.	In	the	second	part	of	the	project	we	started	

with	teachers’	action	research	projects.		While	the	role	of	the	action	researcher	was	

impossible	for	most	members	of	the	community,	some	of	them	were	able	to	conduct	their	

action	research	and	improve	their	practice.	(abstract)	

And:	

Traditional	science	deals	with	predicting	possible	results	in	existing	trends	which	they	

often	call	laws.	That	is	why,	even	when	looking	into	the	future,	it	deals	with	the	past.	

Namely,	when	positivistic	science	tries	to	predict	the	future	it	actually	researches	

phenomena	which	occurred	in	the	past.	This	is	unlike,	the	future	orientation	that	I	support,	

which	starts	from	foundations	of	the	existing	culture	and	creates	a	movement	towards	

unrealized	possibilities,	towards	the	future.	It	does	not	evolve	from	the	inertia	of	a	series	of	

events.	The	unrealized	possibilities	are	reached	through	the	power	of	creation.	This	future	

approach	is	deeply	aware	of	its	involvement	and	responsibility	for	the	world	it	creates.	It	

does	not	look	for	excuses	for	problems	that	it	encounters	but	tries	to	find	possibilities	for	

improvement.		

Traditional	science	deals	with	predicting	possible	results	in	existing	trends	which	they	

often	call	laws.	That	is	why,	even	when	looking	into	the	future,	it	deals	with	the	past.	

Namely,	when	positivistic	science	tries	to	predict	the	future	it	actually	researches	

phenomena	which	occurred	in	the	past.	This	is	unlike,	the	future	orientation	that	I	support,	

which	starts	from	foundations	of	the	existing	culture	and	creates	a	movement	towards	

unrealized	possibilities,	towards	the	future.	It	does	not	evolve	from	the	inertia	of	a	series	of	

events.	The	unrealized	possibilities	are	reached	through	the	power	of	creation.	This	future	

approach	is	deeply	aware	of	its	involvement	and	responsibility	for	the	world	it	creates.	It	

does	not	look	for	excuses	for	problems	that	it	encounters	but	tries	to	find	possibilities	for	

improvement.(pp.3	-	4)	

They	conclude:	

Action	researches’	approach	in	teachers’	professional	development	cannot	be	equated	with	

an	occasional	professional	gathering.	This	is	rather	a	way	of	life	which	provides	happiness	of	

creation	to	teachers	but	also	demands	from	them	that	they	take	the	responsibility	for	the	

results	which	they	intend	to	gain.	Only	emancipated,	competent,	creative	and	self-critical	
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teachers	may	help	to	develop	schools	of	higher	quality	and	actionresearch	is	very	important	

and	effective	way	for	gaining	this	valuable	aim.	(p.35)		

Like	Bognar	working	in	Croatia,	Mounter	was	keen	to	improve	the	educational	experiences,	

relationships	and	opportunities	for	children	in	the	schools	that	were	the	context	of	her	practice	In	the	

UK.	This	is	exemplified	in	her	Masters	degree	she	completed	with	the	University	of	Bath,	which	you	

can	see	summarised	in	the	titles	of	her	successful	modules	and	dissertation:	

• Mounter,	J.	(2006a).	How	can	I	live	my	personal	theory	of	education	in	the	classroom	to	

promote	self	reflection	as	a	learner?	Masters	Module	Educational	Enquiry.	University	

of	Bath.	http://actionresearch.net/writings/tuesdayma/joymounteree.htm	

• Mounter,	J.	(2006b).	Language	of	learning	to	the	language	of	educational	responsibility.	

Masters	Module	Educational	Enquiry.		

http://www.actionresearch.net/writings/tuesdayma/joymounteree207.pdf	

• Mounter,	J.	(2007a).	If	I	want	the	children	in	my	class	to	extend	their	thinking	and	develop	their	

own	values	and	learning	theories,	how	can	I	show	the	development	of	their	learning?	

How	do	I	research	this	in	my	classroom?	Research	Methods	in	Education	

http://www.actionresearch.net/writings/tuesdayma/joymounterrme07.pdf	

• Mounter,	J.	(2007b).	Can	children	carry	out	action	research	about	learning,	creating	their	own	

learning	theory?	Master	Module	Understanding	Learners	and	Learning.	University	of	Bath.	

Retrieved	December	18,	2013,	from	

http://actionresearch.net/writings/tuesdayma/joymounterull.htm	

• Mounter,	J.	(2008a).	How	can	I	enhance	the	educational	influence	of	my	pupils	in	their	own	

learning,	that	of	other	pupils,	myself	and	the	school?	Educational	Enquiry,		

http://www.actionresearch.net/writings/tuesdayma/joymounteree3.pdf	

• Mounter,	J.	(2008b).	How	can	I	work	within	the	government's	perspective	of	'Gifted	and	

Talented'	but	still	remain	true	to	my	own	living	values?	Master	Module	Gifts	and	

Talents	in	Education.	

http://actionresearch.net/writings/tuesdayma/jmgt2008.htm	

• Mounter,J.	(2012).	As	a	Headteacher	Researcher	how	can	I	demonstrate	the	impact	and	self-	

understandings	drawn	from	Living	Theory	Action	Research,	as	a	form	of	Continual	

Professional	Development	in	education?	Masters	Dissertation	

http://actionresearch.net/writings/module/joymounterma.pdf	
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Since	then	Mounter	has	created,	and	had	validated	by	an	English	University,	two	Living	Educational	

Theory	Research	Masters	programmes	for	teachers	developing	their	values-led	leadership	and	SENCO	

(Special	Needs	Coordinators),	and	accredited	apprentice	programmes.	

In	Ireland	Máirín	Glenn,	Caitriona	McDonagh,	Bernie	Sullivan,	Mary	Roache	have	been	engaging	in	

Living	Educational	Theory	Research,	first	as	class	teachers	and	then	as	lecturers	and	teacher	

educators.		A	brief	introduction	to	them	and	their	work	can	be	found	by	accessing	their	living-posters.	

• Máirín	Glenn’s	living-poster	https://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/Máirín20.pdf		

• Caitriona	McDonagh	https://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/caitriona20.pdf		

• Bernie	Sullivan	https://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/bernie20.pdf		

• Mary	Roach	https://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/mary20.pdf		

On	each	living-poster	you	will	see	an	expression	of	the	humanitarian	values	that	serve	as	the	

evaluative	standards	and	explanatory	principles	in	explanations	of	their	present	day	practice.	Each	

has	their	unique	constellation	of	the	values	that	give	their	practice	meaning	and	purpose.	Those	

values	and	their	expression	in	practice	are	continually	evolving	as	they	engage	in	Living	Educational	

Theory	Research	CPD	(Continuing	Professional	Development)	and	COMBER	(Community	Based	

Educational	Research)	to	bring	into	being	a	world	where	the	humanity	of	can	flourish	in	a	more	

humane	world.			

Evidence	of	how	Máirín,	Caitriona,	Bernie,	Mary,	as	they	engage	in	Living	Educational	Theory	

Research	in	their	various	sites	of	practice,	are	contributing	to	bringing	into	being	a	more	humane	

world	is	provided	by	the	valid	accounts	of	their	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	as	it	has	

progressed.		For	example	summarised	in	the	titles	of	their	doctoral	theses,	publically	accessible	from	

https://www.actionresearch.net/living/living.shtml		

• Máirín	Glenn	(2006).	Working	with	collaborative	projects:	my	living	theory	of	a	holistic	educational	

practice.	

• Caitriona	McDonagh	(2007).	My	living	theory	of	learning	to	teach	for	social	justice:	How	do	I	

enable	primary	school	children	with	specific	learning	disability	(dyslexia)	and	myself	as	their	

teacher	to	realise	our	learning	potentials		

• Bernie	Sullivan	(2006).	A	living	theory	of	practice	of	social	justice:	Realising	the	right	of	Traveller	

Children	to	educational	equality	

• Mary	Roache	(2007).	Towards	a	living	theory	of	caring	pedagogy:	interrogating	my	practice	to	

nurture	a	critical,	emancipatory	and	just	community	of	enquiry.	
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Each	gives	their	own	account	of	how	they	are	engaging	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	to	

contribute	to	a	more	humane	world	in	papers	published	in	the	Educational	Journal	of	Living	Theories	

(EJOLTs)	accessible	from	https://ejolts.net.	EJOLTs	is	an	academic	practitioner	journal	committed	to	

contributing	to	the	democratisation	of	knowledge	by	publishing	peer	reviewed	papers	without	charge	

to	authors	or	readers.		

• Glenn,	M.	(2021).	What	Is	the	Educational	Influence	of	My	Engagement	With	EJOLTs	(Educational	

Journal	of	Living	Theories)?”,	Educational	Journal	of	Living	Theories,	14(1),	50-67,	.	

https://ejolts.net/node/373		

• Glenn,	M.	(2020).	Co-convening	the	Network	of	Educational	Action	Research	Ireland	(NEARI)”,	

Educational	Journal	of	Living	Theories,	13(1),	22-44.	https://ejolts.net/node/355 	

• McDonagh,	C.	&	Sullivan,	B.	(2017).	Living	Research:	How	do	we	realise	our	capacity	to	create	

knowledge	as	we	live	towards	our	professional	values	in	our	practice?	Educational	Journal	of	

Living	Theories,	10(1),	26-42,	https://ejolts.net/node/297		

When	they	began	working	on	their	doctorates	they	formed	themselves	into	a	research	support	group.	

Since	graduating	they	have	sustained	that	mutually	supportive	group.	The	books	that	they	have	

produced	together	are	further	evidence	of	how	they	continue	to	realise	their	responsibilities	as	

professional	educational	practitioners	to	contribute	to	the	development	of	educational	practise	and	

the	growth	of	educational	knowledge.	

• Bernie	Sullivan,	Máirín	Glenn,	Mary	Roche	and	Caitriona	McDonagh	(2016).	Introduction	to	Critical	

Reflection	and	Action	for	Teacher	Researchers	

• Máirín	Glenn,	Mary	Roche,	Caitriona	McDonagh	and	Bernie	Sullivan	(2017).	Learning	Communities	

in	Educational	Partnerships:	Action	Research	as	Transformation.	

• Caitriona	McDonagh,	Mary	Roche,	Bernie	Sullivan	and	Máirín	Glenn	2nd	ed.	(2020).	Enhancing	

Practice	through	Classroom	Research:	A	teacher's	guide	to	professional	development		

On	the	homepage	of	the	living-posters	you	will	find	Máirín,	Catriona,	Bernie	and	Mary	present	in	

three	communities:		

• NEARI	(the	Network	of	Educational	Action	Researchers	in	Ireland)	

https://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/neari21.pdf		

• ESAI	VPAR	SIG	(the	Educational	Studies	Association	of	Ireland	Values-based	Practitioner	Action	

Research	Special	Interest	Group)	https://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/vpar21.pdf		

• EJOLTs	(the	Educational	Journal	of	Living	Theories)	an	international	community.	

https://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/ejoltsgp21.pdf		
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Following	each	of	the	links	to	these	community	group	pages	will	help	you	to	see	their	individual	work	

in	the	context	of	some	of	the	communities	they	are	members	of.	They	provide	a	values-laden	

explanation	of	their	creation	of	NEARI	and	evidence	of	the	educational	influence	that	the	community	

of	practice	is	having	in	the	learning	of	its	members	in	their	latest	paper:		

• Bernie	Sullivan,	Caitriona	McDonagh,	Cornelia	Connolly,	Máirín	Glenn	&	Mary	Roche	(2022):	

Exploring	trans-generational	and	trans-institutional	learning:	educational	action	research	

possibilities	in	a	virtual	environment,	Irish	Educational	Studies,	DOI:	

10.1080/03323315.2022.2043175	

In	2020	a	special	interest	group	(SIG)	in	the	Educational	Studies	Association	of	Ireland	(ESAI)	called	

Values	Based	Practitioner	Action	Research	(VPAR)	(see	http://esai.ie/sigs-2020/	)	was	created	as	an	

extension	of	NEARI,	details	of	which	can	be	found	on	the	homepage	of	the	living-posters.	

The	idea	of	a	living-poster	was	originally	created	so	people,	who	could	not	be	present	either	

physically	or	virtually	in	a	conference	workshop,	could	easily	have	a	presence	during	and	after	the	

event.	It	has	subsequently	been	used	to	serve	various	purposes.	For	example	living-posters	were	used	

to	enable	professional	educational	practitioners	engaged	in	values-led	research	to	see	themselves	in	a	

global	context	and	make	new	connections.	This	is	exemplified	when	the	idea	was	put	to	use	at	the	1st	

International	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	Online	Conference	to	provide	an	opportunity	for	

conference	participants	to	make	serendipitous	connections.			

	

Image	1	Participants	in	the	1st	International	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	Online	Conference	

2020	http://www.spanglefish.com/livingtheoryresearchgathering/)		

As	the	number	of	living-posters	grew	the	homepage	had	to	be	reorganised	and	in	the	process	another	

purpose	emerged.	As	well	as	serving	the	needs	of	individual’s	to	see	themselves	in	a	global	

community	and	make	connections	it	now	also	serves	to	enable	‘local’	communities	to	see	themselves	

in	the	context	of	a	global	community	and	make	connections.		
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Image	2	Living-posters	homepage	

https://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/homepage2021.pdf	

By	visiting	the	homepage	of	the	living-posters	you	can	get	a	perspective	of	the	work	of	Máirín,	

Catriona,	Bernie	and	Mary,	and	the	communities	they	are	members	of,	in	a	global	community	of	

professional	educational	practitioners	similarly	engaging	in	values-led	research.	This	brings	me	to	the	

work	of	Swaroop	Rawal	(India),	the	last	Living	Educational	Theory	Researcher	I	bring	into	this	paper	to	

illustrate	the	relationally	dynamic	and	multidimensional	nature	of	the	educational	influence	

professional	educational	practitioners	engaging	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	have,	not	only	

their	own	learning	and	the	learning	of	their	students,	colleagues	and	the	social	formations	they	are	

part	of	but	also	their	international	reach.	You	will	find	the	living-poster	of	Swaroop	Rawal	(India)	in	

the	Indian	research	group,	which	she	established,	and	the	EJOLTs	community.		

Swaroop	is	currently	contributing	to	national	government	development	of	policy	and	implementation	

strategies	to	develop	teachers’	professional	practice.	In	the	Indian	research	group	you	will	find	details	

of	how	Neema	Parekh,	Head	teacher	of	Lavad	primary	school,	Ta.	Dehagm,	is	engaging	in	Living	

Educational	Theory	Research	to	contribute	to	a	more	humane	world.	Neema	gives	an	explanation	in	

her	papers:	

• Parekh,	N.	(2016).	A	journey	in	learning:	My	reflective	account”,	Educational	Journal	of	Living	

Theories,	9(1),	29-57.	https://ejolts.net/node/271		

• Parekh,	N.	(2020).	A	Culture	of	Reflection:	How	my	living-educational-theory	enabled	me	to	

transform	the	teaching-learning	attitude	in	my	school.”,	Educational	Journal	of	Living	Theories,	

13(),21-47,	https://ejolts.net/node/365		

Discussion	of	what	emerged	

I	have	gathered	data	to	present	to	you,	so	you	can	analyse	it	and	determine	whether	I	have	offered	

you	sufficient	evidence	to	support	the	implicit	claims	in	the	question,	How	are	teachers	engaging	in	

Living	Educational	Theory	Research	to	contribute	to	a	more	humane	world?	One	implicit	claim	is	that	

teachers	engaging	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	are	contributing	to	a	more	humane	world.	
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Another	is	that	in	the	accounts	I	have	brought	to	you	they	provide	evidence	that	they	know	how	they	

are	engaging	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	to	contribute	to	a	more	humane	world.	Finally	I	

have	also	gathered	data	to	present	to	you	with	the	intention	of	realising	my	aim	of	‘contributing	to	

the	development	of	teacher	education	and	practice	as	“bold,	innovative	and	sustainable	actions	to	

ensure	that	education	truly	transforms	lives	in	the	world”	(Education	2030	Incheon	Declaration,	

p.70)’.	I	have	also	selected	the	data	to	present	with	the	intention	of	trying	to	excite	your	interest	and	

curiosity	to	explore	further	the	implications	of	engaging	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	

yourself	for	improving	what	you	are	doing,	as	a	professional	in	Education,	to	bring	into	being	a	more	

humane	world	

In	the	course	of	working	on	this	paper	I	have	extended	my	own	understanding	of	what	has	been	

accomplished	that	is	informing	the	realisation	in	the	present,	a	future	where	the	humanity	of	

individuals	and	communities	flourishes.	I	have	also	come	to	appreciate	again	the	importance	for	a	

professional	educational	practitioner	to	be	an	active	participant	in	communities	of	practice		(Wenger-

Trayner	&	Wenger-Trayner,	2015).	And	if	one	doesn’t	exist	that	they	feel	comfortable	in,	the	

importance	of	their	taking	the	initiative	to	form	one	themselves.	Humans	are	social	animals	and	need	

to	feel	recognised	and	affirmed	by	others.	They	also	have	contradictory	needs	–	for	security,	a	need	

met	by	the	familiar.	But	they	also	have	a	need	to	be	challenged	to	venture	to	the	unfamiliar;	to	boldly	

go	to	where	there	be	dragons	that	are	disconcerting	and	unsettling.	This	is	just	some	of	what	I	have	

taken	from	gathering	and	analysing	the	data	presented	to	you,	which	I	will	take	with	me	into	the	next	

phase	of	my	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	CPD	and	COMBER.	But	there	is	a	limit	to	what	can	be	

presented	and	engaged	with	at	any	point	in	time,	which	leads	me	on	to	the	final	part	of	this	

presentation.	

Concluding	questions…	

My	intention	in	preparing	this	paper	to	present	at	the	ATEE	Spring	Conference	2022	Teacher	

Education	and	Practice:	Foresight	and	Hindsight	was	to	contribute	to	the	development	of	teacher	

education	and	practice	as	“bold,	innovative	and	sustainable	actions	to	ensure	that	education	truly	

transforms	lives	in	the	world”	(Education	2030	Incheon	Declaration,	p.70).	To	that	ends	I:	

• Placed	the	responsibilities	of	teachers	as	professionals	in	a	broader	context	of	the	responsibility	

we	all	have	as	human	beings	to	learn,	life-long,	to	live	humane	lives,	which	are	personally	

satisfying,	socially	productive	and	worthwhile	and	contribute	to	Humanity	learning	to	flourish	in	

the	complex	ecologies	which	constitutes	the	world	we	are	part	of.	

• Presented	an	argument	for	teachers	adopting	a	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	(Whitehead,	

1989,	2018)	approach	to	their	professional	development	and	community	based	educational	

research.	
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• Drew	on	papers	published	in	a	peer-reviewed	journal	and	accredited	Masters	and	Doctoral	

research	to	demonstrate	how,	by	using	this	approach,	teachers	have	developed	forms	of	teacher	

education	and	practice	that	are	inclusive,	equitable	and	promote	lifelong	learning	opportunities	

for	all.	The	analysis	focused	on	the	explanation	of	educational	influences	in	learning	generated	

through	the	evaluation	of	professional	educational-practitioners’	accounts	of	their	values-led	

research.	This	included	insights	that	emerged	in	imagining	and	working	towards	futures	where	

humanity	flourishes	in	a	more	humane	world.	

• Illustrated	how	teachers,	engaging	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research	with	foresight	and	

hindsight,	are	realising	their	value-laden	responsibilities	as	professional	educators	and	

educational-practitioners	to	contribute	to	bringing	into	being	a	more	humane	world.		

I	conclude	with	three	questions	to	you,	as	a	professional,	developing	sustainable	educational	practice	

in	diverse	and	challenging	contexts	around	the	world:	

1. Do	you	see	the	relevance	of	what	has	been	presented	to	improving	‘Sustainability	and	

Teacher	Education’	of	knowledge	generated	by	professional	educators	engaging	in	Living	

Educational	Theory	Research?		

2. Do	you	see	the	relevance	to	improving	‘Teacher	Education	and	Practice:	Foresight	and	

Hindsight’	of	explanations	of	educational	influences	in	learning	generated	through	the	

evaluation	of	professional	educational-practitioners’	accounts	of	their	values-led	research?	

This	includes	insights	that	emerge	in	imagining	and	working	towards	futures	where	Humanity	

flourishes	in	a	more	humane	world.	

And	most	importantly:	

3. Will	you	accept	my	invitation	to	test,	in	practice,	the	efficacy	of	my	claim	that	the	knowledge	

you	generate	as	a	professional	educator	engaging	in	Living	Educational	Theory	Research,	can	

contribute	to	developing	sustainable	educational	practices	which	“ensure	inclusive	and	

equitable	quality	education	and	promote	lifelong	learning	opportunities	for	all“	(Incheon	

Declaration	and	Framework	for	Action)?	

I	hope	this	paper	motivates	you	to	make	public	valid	accounts	of	your	educational	practices	and	the	

questions	you	are	researching	into	to	realise	your	responsibilities,	as	professional	educator	and	

educational	practitioner.	One	way	you	could	do	this	is	by	creating	and	sharing	your	living-poster	with	

others	(see	https://www.actionresearch.net/writings/posters/homepage2021.pdf)	

Most	of	all	I	hope	this	paper	motivates	you	to	take	action	engage	in	Living	Educational	Theory	

Research	and	contribute	to	the	growth	of	a	global	educational	knowledgebase	for	the	benefit	of	all.	

You	can	do	that	by	submitting	papers	to	the	Educational	Journal	of	Living	Educational	Theories,	
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https://ejolts.net/,	and	other	journals	that	publish	values-led	research	for	systemic	change,	which	

contribute	to	Humanity	learning	to	flourish.	
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